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Quiz 
How many health and care apps are there?

How many downloads of health and care apps are there each day?

What % of health and care professionals believe health and care apps 
could improve patients’ health?

Out of every 10 children in the UK, how many  own a Mobile phone?
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Are Health Apps
and Mobile 
Healthcare the
Future? 300,000
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Room for caution…

 Some suicide prevention apps found to provide a list of means for instant death…

 Similar to the shortcomings of information found on the Internet, information 
provided by apps is of variable quality 

 50% of health apps receive LESS THAN 500 downloads… and what users say 
doesn’t equate to a quality app

 Unlike pharmaceuticals & medical devices there exists a considerable absence of 
information about the risks and side effects of apps

 Most apps have a usage drop-off rate of 64% after just one month
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The Review Process
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What does this market place look like?
Android apps 150,565      iOS apps 153,638        
Total of 304,203 health related Apps as of Oct 2017

Then the ORCHA DNQ rules are applied, which reduces this number to:  
103,766 
There are the following numbers of apps in these example categories

Alcohol 1,172  
Children's/babies' health 217
Diet 9,497
Diabetes 3,458
Sexually transmitted diseases2,853
Alzheimer's disease 469
Anxiety 2,222
Stress 6,266
Suicide prevention 38
Heart disease 6,380



Scoring and Publication
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Driving Transformational Change
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Driving Transformational Change via Clinicians
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So what’s next in the world of mhealth app regulation- what 
is the opportunity?



Where is ORCHA Working at the Moment

We were are working with:





Get in touch  

hello@orcha.co.uk 

Telephone: 0151 123 4567  

www.orcha.co.uk

Thank you
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